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Aard Dictionary is a free dictionary & Wikipedia reader for Windows Phone 8. Learn a word in a flash. Look it up anytime,
anywhere. Aard Dictionary was designed as a multiplatform dictionary and offline Wikipedia reader. With Aard Dictionary you

can lookup words and access Wikipedia even if your Internet connection is down. This way you can finish your projects on
time. Search the full Wikipedia for a single word. Quickly find definitions, word origins, synonyms and more. Aard Dictionary

has lots of features that let you look up words in multiple dictionaries in multiple languages without switching. Also you can
download dictionaries from the developer's website in case you didn't have any stored on your computer. Great help: We have
included a new language pack: Spanish. Aard Dictionary helps you: Look up words and access Wikipedia even if your Internet

connection is down. You can browse and search full Wikipedia articles. Find definitions, word origins, synonyms and more.
You can even download dictionaries from the developer's website in case you didn't have any stored on your computer.

Dictionary features: More than 50 languages Word forms Meanings Antonyms If you like this app please give us some support.
Please rate and review this app! Thanks a lot for using Aard Dictionary! This app includes a free trial of 50.000 words. The free

word list is not synchronized with the full version. Help the developer to develop better apps and support this great app.
Reviews: Aard Dictionary is really good. First of all, a big thank you to Ting Ting for his great work in this app. Secondly, this
is the perfect app for searching words and online dictionary offline. It has great features including: -you can select the language
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from a dropdown list -you can edit the text size -you can search articles by entering the word and start the offline search -you
can look up words for you to learn it offline -you can also search any Wikipedia articles and you can always switch to online

mode -you can change the view inside the application by clicking and dragging on the page -you can enable the fullscreen mode
-you can highlight the text inside the application -you can paste texts from within the application -you can save a history of

searched words. -you can change the font style of the text And some
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KEYMACRO is the ultimate Mac keyboard shortcuts and hot keys app. It lets you create keyboard shortcuts that are
customizable and re-orderable. Add Keyboard shortcuts to any app KEYMACRO lets you add keyboard shortcuts that are

customizable and re-orderable. Create keyboard shortcuts in the following ways: Create keyboard shortcuts for an app Create
keyboard shortcuts for a specific function of the app Create keyboard shortcuts for app activities (like opening a folder or the

file menu) Assign a keyboard shortcut to a specific window or screen Add keyboard shortcuts to any app KEYMACRO lets you
add keyboard shortcuts for any Mac app. It makes it easier for you to accomplish tasks quicker. Just press the shortcut keys and

get the tasks done with speed and ease. KEYMACRO features Keyboard Shortcuts and Hotkeys are created quickly
KEYMACRO adds keyboard shortcuts to any app that you choose. The app is very simple, intuitive and easy to use. It doesn't

require much setup to get started. You can simply press the shortcut keys and add shortcuts to apps and function keys.
KEYMACRO comes with a very simple and intuitive interface that makes the shortcuts creation process fast and easy. The

application provides multiple keyboard shortcuts. There are screen shortcuts, shortcuts for specific windows, and more. You can
add keyboard shortcuts to all your favorite apps and function keys. You can create shortcuts to apps of all kinds: browsers,

document editors, image editors, utilities, etc. The shortcuts created are added to the list view. You can easily see which shortcut
you created and how many apps are added to the list. Keyboard shortcuts can be used as either hot keys or shortcuts. Choose
which type you like the most! You can create keyboard shortcuts for an app easily and quickly. KEYMACRO is the only app
that lets you create keyboard shortcuts for any app. You can create shortcuts for specific app activities like opening a file or

folder. You can create keyboard shortcuts for specific windows and screen. You can create keyboard shortcuts for your favorite
apps in one click. You can add keyboard shortcuts to any apps. You can create keyboard shortcuts for specific app activities.

You can create keyboard shortcuts for specific windows and screen. You can create keyboard shortcuts for specific apps
quickly and easily. You can create keyboard shortcuts for app activities like opening a file or folder. You can create keyboard

shortcuts for app functions. You can create keyboard shortcuts for specific windows and screen 77a5ca646e
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Get access to dictionaries and Wikipedia articles, even if you're offline! Aard Dictionary was designed as a multiplatform
dictionary and offline Wikipedia reader. It lets you lookup words and access Wikipedia even if your Internet connection is down
so you can finish your projects on time. Simple and intuitive graphical interface The application installs quickly and it sports a
really intuitive and clean graphical interface that makes it easy to lookup words in the dictionary. It comes with some
customization options, you can adjust the article's appearance, set colors for internal, external or footnote links. If you're having
trouble getting accustomed to the application, you can check the developer's website for tips and instructions. Lookup words
easily You simply need to import dictionaries from your computer and then type words in the search bar, so you can find them.
It displays the word's meaning and you can change the view inside the application to display the history and toolbar. You can
also enable the application in full screen and adjust the text size throughout the program. You can copy and paste information
from withing the application and it comes with the option to save a history of searched words. More features and tools It also
has lots of features that allow you to search Wikipedia articles even if you're offline. You can also look up words in multiple
dictionaries in multiple languages without switching. You can download dictionaries from the developer's website, in case you
didn't have any stored on your computer. Find and Share where you want, with just a click, and only if you are connected to Wi-
Fi. • Enjoy the freedom of the Internet while on the go, even when you are outside of your home network. • Know exactly when
your last connection was and use the app to change Wi-Fi settings. • Customize your data usage and increase data save time with
the app. • Find Wi-Fi settings with one tap. Awarded "The Best Travel App" by Android Central. "It's great for my daily
commute when Wi-Fi is spotty, and it's the best way to make sure I can check emails and photos when I'm offline. It's super
easy to use, and it feels a lot faster than the competition." - Alex Branscomb “Subscription services are typically hidden behind a
login and password, but Seesmic offers a useful and free service that makes it much easier to browse the web when you're in an
area that doesn't offer Wi-

What's New In?

Aard Dictionary is a multiplatform dictionary and offline Wikipedia reader. It lets you lookup words and access Wikipedia even
if your Internet connection is down so you can finish your projects on time. Simple and straightforward graphical interface The
application installs quickly and it sports a really intuitive and clean graphical interface that makes it easy to lookup words in the
dictionary. It comes with some customization options, you can adjust the article's appearance, set colors for internal, external or
footnote links. If you're having trouble getting accustomed to the application, you can check the developer's website for tips and
instructions. Lookup words easily You simply need to import dictionaries from your computer and then type words in the search
bar, so you can find them. It displays the word's meaning and you can change the view inside the application to display the
history and toolbar. You can also enable the application in full screen and adjust the text size throughout the program. You can
copy and paste information from withing the application and it comes with the option to save a history of searched words. More
features and tools It also has lots of features that allow you to search Wikipedia articles even if you're offline. You can also look
up words in multiple dictionaries in multiple languages without switching. You can download dictionaries from the developer's
website, in case you didn't have any stored on your computer. What's New • 1.1.1 fix a issue with dictionary import • 1.1.0
change title language in settings • 1.0.4 fix a bug with app update • 0.9.0 support more than 100 languages Note: Requires 4.0.3
or later versions of iOS.Visit AardDictionary Website --------------------------------------------------- Uninstall instructions: 1. Open
the App Store 2. Tap on your app 3. Tap on More and then Uninstall --------------------------------------------------- How to Fix:
The App will freeze while it is updating. Please do the following to fix it: 1. Tap on your app 2. Tap on More and then Open
(find the version of iOS on your phone and select it) 3. Tap on Open 4. Scroll down on the page and tap on Quit 5. Tap on Yes
to Restart the App 6. If you can't get into the App, please try again later. --------------------------------------------------- What's New
• 1.1.1 fix a issue with dictionary import • 1.1.0 change title language in settings • 1.0.4 fix a bug with app update • 0.9.0
support more than 100 languages Note: Requires 4.
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System Requirements For Aard Dictionary:

Windows®: OS: Windows® XP Professional or higher Processor: Dual-core processor Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics:
GeForce® GTX 470 / ATI Radeon HD5850 or higher DirectX®: Version 9.0c HDD: 5 GB available space Network:
Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Mac OS: Mac OS X® Lion 10.7.5 or higher Processor:
Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Memory
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